INTRODUCTION
In the absence of a complete dynamical theory of strong interactions, Feynman diagrams provide a good laboratory to teat all the current ideas in the field.
As far as Regge poles are concerned, there has recently been a great deal of interest in formulating Feynman diagram models of Regge and multi-Regge couplings ' using idea3 first put forward by DURAlfD ; and VAN HOVE J y .
The Van Hove-Durand model has been very useful in studying all the kinematical problems that plague Regge pole theory at t = 0, The main idea is to exchange a particle of arbitrary spin J and ma39 M (j) representation of the Lorenta group. Consequently, this propagator has an M => 0 (we define M => la-b| ^ (a,b) defines an irreducible representation of the Lorenta group"). When used in the Van Hove model or in partial wave expansions for invariant amplitudes, they will never generate parity doubled conspiracies at t -0 for boaon Regge trajeotoriea*
On the other h*sidT fermion propagators, which have an M = -jy, genorate automatically the parity doubling of Regge trajectories at t = 0, In the second place, we consider the scattering of a vector and a 3calar particle and discuss the problem of bow the parity doubling for boson Regge trajectories is generated when the M = 1
propagator is used either in the oontext of the Van Hove model or to generate a partial -wave expansion for the amplitude. This is illustrated in Sec .IT with a specif io example and it is shown that the mechanism that produces the parity doubling of the J-plane singularities at t = 0 for bosons is precisely the same as the old GRIBOV mechanism for fermions '.
II. WEINBERG FORMALISM FOR SPIN 1
We are interested in discussing in this paper the case of the scattering of a vector meson and a scalar or pseudoscalar particle* Our proposal is that, in order to generate parity doubled conspiracies, where we have used the notation Xp = V P*i Pv i V' "being the where I is the 3x3 unit matrix and S. are the spin 1 matrices. One can also define a V_ matrix in this representation "by 5
This representation differs from that given in Weinberg's paper v/00 by a similarity transformation. We have chosen J diagonal because it is more suitable for our purposes in the next section, where we work in the centre-of-masa frame of a particle of spin J.
Finally, we need the propagator for our spin l partiole. It has been 9) computed by Weinberg and is given by '
when the spinors axe normalized to X X = 2m .
III. A SPIN J PROPAGATOR WITH M = 1
In order to discuss the Van Hove model of Regge poles or to rftggeisse invariant amplitudes, we need the general, spin J projection operator* However, instead of using the conventional projector operator that arises when one describes the spin J particle by a field transforming according to the (~At'o) representation of the Lorentz group, we choose to describe the spin J particle "by a field transforming according to the reducible representation
This is quite analogous to the RARITA-SCII WINGER representation } for half~integer J, whioh is based on the reducible representation
Ueedlerss-fco Say, the representation defined by (3.l) contains pieces with M = 0, but since we pick up the highest 0(3) representation contained in it, we are sure that our spin J field will have an JMJ = 1, Our wave function for a spin J particle will be a totally symmetric tensor with (J-l) indices, % (p ), where eaoh /V • • h j-i component of the tensor is a tfeinberg spinor for spin 1.
In order to compute the spin J propagator, we should now proceed to write the field equations and subsidiary conditions for 
0.7)
and we shall compute the contracted projection operator defined by (3..)
Needless to say, tf (q.',q»P) is still a 6 x 6 matrix* In order to get an expression for it we shall follow Scadron and work in the rest frame of the spin J particle. Since in the rest frame the polarization vectors do not have time-like components, we have where,in (3*9) % ' is just a polarization vector similar to t>. . However, we keep a different notation in order to remember that they muRt be boosted to an arbitrary frame aocording to different prescriptions. Then, we have Using (3.3) it follows immediately that Tj_^(q^ is an "orbital" wave function with L = (J-l) and 4j the projection operator ensuring that J a L + 1. Its explicit form is given by
where L is the orbital angular momentum operator and S the spin 1 operator.
Going back to (3.8) f using (3.7) and (3.8) it is immediately seen that in the rest frame P (q',a p) reduces to a 3 x 3 matrix
•q;M) defined by
where we have used Zemaoh's notation to indicate the contraction of two 0(3) tensors. The right-hand side of (3.12) can be calculated using the techniques put forward by ZIMACH ', In particular, we get Tj^CJO : (S.L) Tj^iZ) . + i Cj^fs.q'xqjCqd' ) J " 2 P^ ( .) (3.14)
where z = (q.q' )/(qq' ) and C-=• /^~K, , . Therefore, the final result for the spin J propagator in the rest frame is J " 2 P (S X q') . (S The remaining problem is to 'boost (3.16) into a general reference frame. This can be accomplished by recalling that q,q.' should be "boosted into four-vectors, and the 3 x 3 matrices into Y matrices.
In particular, we have that, with the normalization XX a 2M , (V.P and that the boost prescription is similar to the on? 1 corresponding to the half-integer spin case
Hj) S^q'^P) q y (p)
y It is not difficult but cumbersome to prove (3»2l) and (3*22 
The "boost prescriptions we have used are unique as long as we stay 2 2 on the mass shell P = M # Finally, let ua mention that it may be d j rrnossary to know tho form of the projection operator fi* . ,
when not all of its indices are contracted with external momenta. In that case the covariant differentiation techniques introduced by SCADRON ' can be used to calculate such a quantity starting from our contracted propagator P
IV. PAEITY DOUBLING FOR B050N REGGE TRAJECTORIES
As we have said, the main iilea in Van Hove's model consists in building up a Rogge trajectory 'bynnmming over J all dittgramn indicated in Fig, 1 and "by performing next the SommorrplrM-Jatrion tr ana-form at ion.
The kinematics we shall use ia defined in Pip. 1 , T'owevor, after com-2 puting the Feynman diagrams, one uses the results for any t = P and 2 not only for t = M_, Therefore, the propagators are taken off the mass shell and in this case there is no unique way of proceeding. The 2 2 • usual prescription is to make P = t in all numerators tut keep M in the denominators. This ensures amplitudes free from singularities at t m 0, "but introduces daughter trajectories in the J plane, as was shown by SUGAR and SULLIVAN 1 \ 2 We shall use a similar prescription, i.e., letting P * t 2 but keeping M fixed* We shall show in what follows that this prescription yields trajectories that satisfy MacDOWELL' S symmetry 12) in the fermion case .
In order to discuss parity doubling, we shall use the effective interaction Hamiltonian corresponding to a "minimal derivative coupling" Then, we oan write our results as follows:
where r (V*5 (4.5)
Mj-t-
The general reault Q obtained by COHEN-TAOTOUDJI et__al.
establish that, for our problem, the amplitude (4.6)
is free from kineraatical Bingularitiea. It is quite easy to see that this is precisely the case with our reoults. In particular, notice that the amplitude f» ban Q -kinomatinnl. ninsularity at t « 0, f n T h&o no tv.Vnftulurlty at -Unit point,
We can now introduce partial wave amplitudes with well-defined natural or unnatural parity
and it is clear that the functions F (t) satisfy we see that tF,, (t) has a pole at J = <>((t). The faot the pole does not appear in tF_(t) at t = 0 is an accident due to the fact that the residue of t F^t ) vanishes at that point.
In more general situations, however, when we do not exchange a spin J particle "but make a partial wave analysis of the helicity amplitudes, the functions F (t) will "be arbitrary functions of J and t but will have tho same kinematical singularities, which come essentially from the spinors used to describe the spin 1 partiole. It will also be true that their sum ic regular at t » 0, and therefore we conclude that their singularities as functions of J will coincide at t = 0* Thia is essentially the old argument used by GRIBOV" ' to show the parity doubling of fermion trajectories* Roughly speaking, if one performs a similar calculation for fermions, the numerators I My ± 1>J are replaced by ^Mj + /? J in (4.10) and (4.11)} and F ± ("t) have A kinematical singularities but their sum is regular. Therefore, it is possible to check that one has not only the parity doubling at t = 0, "but the 12) more general statement of MacDCWELL's symmetry .
Finally, let us mention that if we compute the helicity amplitudes f.. , using the conventional (four-veotor) fields for spin 1 particles and the conventional propagators fora spin J object, it turns out that F (t) s 0, and that neither f n .. nor f n ^ has a -rkinematical singularity af t = 0. This is precisely the case of 
